
Robert Smith
Journeyman Insulator
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Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Journeyman Insulator is responsible for Contacting customers by phone or in person for purposes 
such as to arrange for new services, answer complaints, explain Rocky Mountain Power policies 
and requirements, and occasionally collect delinquent accounts. Scheduling necessary power 
outages with customers when repair or construction work is necessary. & Involving the use of a 
multimeter to troubleshoot and repair electrical problems. Repairing all overhead street lights. 
Erecting new poles and install new fixtures as required.

SKILLS

Installing Skills, Interpersonal Skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Journeyman Insulator
ABC Corporation  January 1997 – October 2016 
 Performed switching on high tension lines when ordered by dispatcher and check substation 

lines and equipment.
 Coordinated with other Company personnel in performing various duties such as customer 

accounting on collections, meter readings, and with division planners involving new 
installations.

 Performed advanced &quot;leader man&quot; level work in the installation and maintenance 
of utility high voltage electrical systems and related equipment.

 Performed and direct Electrician Specialists to install, test and make voltage adjustments on 
high voltage transformers, make splices (both modular kll and hand) on high voltage feeders 
both underground and overhead.

 Located and repaired problems on high and low voltage cables by using insulation meggers, 
oscillators, lone detectors, etc.

 Located faults in underground cables, using phasing sticks or phase rotation meters to check 
rotation of cables before switching into the circuits, install and repair electrical conduits, pull 
in conductors and terminate cables, and troubleshoot distribution circuits to locate and 
correct the causes of outages and improper operations.

 Installed , altered, maintained, and repaired all security and street lighting on campus and 
other ancillary locations

Journeyman Insulator
Delta Corporation  1995 – 1997 
 Nccer certified, jlg certified, manlift certified, forklift certified , asbestos certified, lead man, 

foreman, and acted general foreman on nightshift.
 Boom lift operator -Scaffold builder.
 Boom lift operator -Rigger -Hoist.
 Performed Take offs Fabricate and install insulation on various systems such as pipes and 

vessels.
 Measure and fabricate insulation blankets.
 Dixie Insulation (OJT).
 General Insulation 4950 Tufts Road Mobile, Alabama 36619 Supervisor Mark Simms (800) 239-

1255.
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EDUCATION
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